
Projecting wider usability



Acer projector family

Acer projectors offer exceptional image performance for all content, in any 
type of environment. Categorized according to usage scenario, users can easily 
identify which series and model best suits their particular viewing situation.

■ Travel series
 Lightweight mobility with high brightness

■ Professional series
 A new standard for enterprise projectors

■ Value series
 Advanced projectors at ultra-low cost

■ Home series
 Superior imagery for home entertainment



PW730 
Enterprise-level projection solution

With wide format display features like native WXGA 
resolution in widescreen format, the PW730 is optimized 
for delivering widescreen video and heavily detailed 
PowerPoint presentations in large-scale venues. High 3300 
ANSI Lumens brightness overpowers ambient light, and a 
2500:1 contrast ratio promises well-defined visuals with 
truer blacks; A 5-segment color wheel promise excellent 
brightness with realistic hues. Comprehensive connectivity, 
including HDMI video and a DVI port, complete this exciting 
professional series offering.

Six factory or user-defined presets instantly re-configure color, brightness and 
contrast to deliver best-quality images every time.

• Bright:
 Delivers highest brightness and superior contrast ratio for the vivid display 
 of presentations even in brightly-lit environments.

• PC 
 Performs color correction and brightness optimization to allow viewing 
 in well-lit conditions. 
 Allows text viewing for longer periods without causing eye-strain.

• Video
 Improves the quality of high-motion/video content.

• Theater
 Performs optimal color and image optimization 
 suitable for viewing in a dark setting.

• sRGB
 Displays standard sRGB color precisely.

• User
 Allows users to customize settings to 
 suit their preferences.

Professional series
A new standard for enterprise projectors

Target segment
■ Acer's Professional series projectors use enterprise-level imaging 

technology for an ultra-bright, high-resolution display that shines in large 
meeting rooms, auditoriums or convention centers.

Professional series key selling points 
■ 3000 to 3700 Lumens brightness, TI Brilliant color™ technology, and up to 

WXGA native resolution present top-notch display quality with intensely 
bright, extremely well-defined visuals and realistic color.

■ Comprehensive, HD-capable connectivity via HDMI™ and DVI-I enables 
advanced links to diverse, high-performance source devices.

■ The Wireless Presentation Gateway (optional) manages various sources  
conveniently, allowing the transmission of high-quality signals — without 
the hassle of wires — in almost any room or setting. PD726W 

Ultra-vivid, wireless projection

The Acer PD726W projector is a wireless digital imaging 

solution with exceptionally high brightness that enables 

you to deliver powerful presentations in enterprise-sized 

venues with strong ambient light, free from the tangle 

of cables. Stunning 3700 ANSI Lumens brightness and 

native XGA resolution ensure shining, crisp imagery. 

Comprehensive connectivity featuring HDMI and DVI-I 

delivers the latest HD display quality.

PD527W 
Bright, wireless projection

The PD527W wireless digital projector is equipped 

with 3000 Lumens brightness, enabling a vivid display 

in viewing areas with intense ambient light. Suitable 

for large meeting rooms, this projector features native 

XGA resolution, which brings highly detailed graphics 

and fine text into clear view.

PD527D 
Effective presentation maker

The PD527D is a Professional series digital 

projector designed for large classrooms and SMB 

to enterprise-sized conference halls. Featuring 

outstanding 3000 ANSI Lumens brightness and 

XGA resolution, display quality is eye-catching 

even in strong ambient light. Connectivity is also 

first-rate with a DVI port, giving your presentations 

a high-definition edge over the competition.
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PD726 
Powerful illumination for engaging presentations

The Acer PD726 projects with intensely vivid 3700 ANSI 

Lumens brightness, TI Brilliant Color™ technology and 

native XGA resolution, enabling supreme brightness and 

extra-fine detail — even in large venues with ample ambient 

light. This superior projector also displays HD graphics via 

comprehensive connectivity including HDMI and DVI-I.
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Value series
Advanced projectors at ultra-low cost

Target segment
■ Acer's Value series projectors comprise a selection of ultra-low-cost 

digital models in a compact, portable form factor for both 
SMB/education and SOHO/home users.

Value series key selling points
■ Display brightness ranges from 1800 Lumens for entry-level home 

entertainment to 2600 Lumens for lighting up presentations in 
small-to-medium-sized meeting rooms or classrooms.

■ SVGA (optional) or XGA resolution enables users to select the level of 
display detail required for their particular usage scenario.

■ All Value series projectors feature a 5-segment RGBYW color wheel for 
lifelike hues with enhanced yellows.

XD1280D
Shining versatility and value

The Acer XD1280D delivers intensely vivid and perfectly 
clear digital projection for SMB, classroom and enterprise 
conference situations via 2600 ANSI Lumens brightness 
and native XGA resolution. Even with bright fluorescent 
ambient light, images remain sharp; and with a 
5-segment color wheel, hues resist color wash-out. The 
Acer XD1280D also boasts versatile connectivity and 
wide-ranging format support, upping its usability across a 
broad spectrum of usage scenarios.

PD126D
Clearly-defined value

The PD126D digital projector is ideal for SOHO pros and 

SMBs in need of an affordable presentation-making 

solution with a sharply defined display. With native XGA 

resolution and 2400 ANSI Lumens brightness, complex 

graphics and fine text stand out in vividly clear detail. 

On the backside, a versatile DVI-I port with HDCP 

support and dual D-sub ports ensure high compatibility 

with a wide variety of digital sources.

XD1250
High portability, clear value

The Acer XD1250 is an affordable SMB and 

SOHO digital projector offering great portability 

and easy usability. Highly detailed spreadsheets 

with thin lines and condensed text appear very 

clear thanks to XGA resolution. Also featured 

are a 5-segment color wheel, 1800 ANSI 

Lumens brightness, and 2200:1 contrast ratio 

for vivid, realistic hues and true blacks.

XD1270D
Valuable connectivity and vivid color

The Acer XD1270D suits media-savvy SOHO professionals 

and SMBs in need of affordable digital projection with 

enhanced brightness and connectivity. Featuring native 

XGA resolution, 2300 ANSI Lumens brightness, a 

5-segment color wheel, and a versatile DVI-I port, the 

Acer XD1270D projects bright, colorful details through 

a wide variety of digital and analog sources.

PD117D
Budget-friendly brightness?for home and away

The Acer PD117D digital projector brightens up home 

entertainment or SOHO/classroom presentations with 

a glowing, color-rich display. Featuring 2400 ANSI 

Lumens brightness and a 5-segment color wheel, this 

projector delivers a cinema-like visual experience for 

terrific value. Advanced connectivity via a versatile 

DVI-I port with HDCP support is also included, 

ensuring easy access to a wide variety of digital home 

entertainment sources.

XD1170D
Rich color, nice value

The PD527D is a Professional series digital projector designed 

for large classrooms and SMB to enterprise-sized conference 

halls. Featuring outstanding 3000 ANSI Lumens brightness 

and XGA resolution, display quality is eye-catching even in 

strong ambient light. Connectivity is also first-rate with a DVI 

port, giving your presentations a high-definition edge 

over the competition.

XD1150
Good times, great value

The Acer XD1150 offers portable, entry-level home 

entertainment and classroom/SMB capable 

projection for an unbeatable price. Movies, games 

and more are displayed vividly in larger-than-life size 

thanks to an optimal 5-segment color wheel, 1800 

ANSI Lumens brightness and 2200:1 contrast ratio. 

Liven up your home entertainment with crystal clear 

projection featuring true blacks and vibrant colors 

on a huge scale!
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Home series
Superior imagery for home entertainment

Target segment
■ Acer's Home series projectors are designed for A/V aficionados who 

expect nothing less than excellence from their home entertainment 
equipment.

Home series key selling points
■ 720p compatible 1280 x 720 native resolution displays HD-quality video 

entertainment via a fully-digital, uncompressed HDMI™ connection.

■ BrilliantColor™ technology enhances picture brightness while a 
7-segment color wheel adds more segments for higher saturation.

■ For users whose home cinema viewing area isn't affected strongly by 
ambient light, a low-cost 1000 ANSI Lumens brightness lamp is available.

PH730
High-performance home cinema

The Acer PH730 comprises an ideal blend of display perfection and 
optimized-for-home audio. 720p resolution and a 16:9 aspect ratio 
deliver superior playback of HD, widescreen entertainment; plus, vivid 
TI BrilliantColor™ technology and a 7-segment color wheel promise 
excellent color saturation with realistic hues. In short, the display is 
fantastic! Rounding out the sensory experience are two internal 
speakers with concert-caliber sound and a mere 26 dBA noise-level 
that doesn't interfere with entertainment audio. The PH730 features 
HDMI video compatibility enabling high-performance projection of 
the latest HD entertainment options.

PH530
Next-level home entertainment

The Acer PH530 projects fast-paced sports, cinema or even 

your home movies with precise smoothness, enhanced 

color and fine detail. HDMI input for HDTV and 720p ready 

1280 x 720 native resolution promise investment security 

as HD home entertainment options continue to expand. 

Also featured is a 7-segment color wheel and BrilliantColor

™ technology to reliably display the true colors of your 

next-level entertainment experience.
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Travel series
Lightweight mobility with high brightness

Target segment
■ Acer's Travel series projectors provide affordable, extremely portable 

projection with class-leading 2000 Lumens brightness for home users or 
on-the-go professionals.

Travel series key selling points
■ 2000 Lumens brightness normally requires a large lamp and heavy, 

space-consuming components… but at just 1.3 kg (2.9 lbs.), Acer Travel 
series projectors remain totally mobile and bright enough to display 
easy-to-see presentations in SOHO/SMB meeting rooms or glowing 
entertainment at home.

■ Resolution ranges from SVGA to XGA so users can choose the 
appropriate level of display detail for their particular viewing situation.

PD323
High brightness and fine?detail on-the-go

Designed with a slim, 1.3 kg (2.9 lbs.) form factor for traveling 
sales people and mobile SOHO professionals on a budget, the 
Acer PD323 projects a bright, well-defined display in venues 
such as SOHO-/SMB-sized meeting rooms and trade show 
presentation booths. Featuring best-in-class 2000 ANSI Lumens 
brightness and XGA resolution, presentations come to life with 
shining intensity and fine detail.

PD311
Road-ready portability and?high brightness

The Acer PD311 digital projector suits on-the-go, 

budget-conscious professionals and home users who 

want an attractive, portable form factor and a bright 

display. Weighing just 1.3 kg (2.9 lbs.), this mobile 

imaging solution features class-leading 2000 ANSI 

Lumens brightness to enable vividly-rendered 

presentations in SOHO-sized meeting rooms and 

vibrant entertainment possibilities at home.
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